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Introducing CV Wizard: Personalized, prioritized decision support to help you and your patients discuss cardiovascular disease (CVD) risk management!

What is CV Wizard?

OCHIN is building CV Wizard, a decision support tool that identifies a patient’s uncontrolled modifiable cardiovascular disease (CVD) risk factors, and provides individualized, prioritized, guideline-based treatment recommendations / decision support based on the relative potential CVD risk reduction of each risk factor. CV Wizard is an OCHIN Epic research initiative designed to assess the impact of these decision support tools in CHCs.

Benefits of participating in this study:

- Access to an innovative, tested tool that shows data on a given patient’s modifiable CVD risk factors in one place for easy review, and provides an individualized summary of those risks
- Help fostering provider-patient discussion about CVD risk management, along with personalized decision support
- Help achieving UDS Clinical Quality Measures (HTN & diabetes control, smoking cessation) with a minimal number of ‘clicks’
- Opportunities to influence/improve the tool

What does it mean for your clinic to participate?

Clinics who wish to participate will be randomly assigned to one of two testing arms. The first arm will begin in September 2018 and the second will start March 2020 with both arms receiving tailored implementation support for 18 months. Clinic and Operational/Support Champions as well as a Site Specialist will need to be identified to assist with tool rollout. Monthly webinar attendance and clinic workflow changes will also be requested.